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Abstract

Reestablishing immune tolerance in type 1 diabetes (T1D), a chronic autoimmune disease, is a major goal. The Immune Tolerance Network (ITN) has initiated eight clinical trials of immunomodulatory therapies in recent-onset T1D over the past decade. Results have been mixed in terms of clinical efficacy, but the studies have provided valuable mechanistic insight that are enhancing our understanding of the disease and guiding the design of future trials. Trials of non-Fc-binding anti-CD3 mAbs have revealed that modulation of this target leads to partial responses, and ITN’s AbATE trial led to identification of a robust responder group that could be distinguished from non-responders by baseline metabolic and immunologic features. A pilot study of the combination of IL-2 and rapamycin gave the first demonstration that frequency and function of regulatory T cells (Tregs) can be enhanced in T1D subjects, although the therapy triggered the activation of effectors with transient β-cell dysfunction. Similarly, therapy with anti-thymocyte globulin led to substantial lymphocyte depletion, but also to the activation of the acute-phase response with no clinical benefit during preliminary analyses. These and other results provide mechanistic tools that can be used as biomarkers for safety and efficacy in future trials. Furthermore, our results, together with those of other organizations, notably TrialNet, delineate the roles of the major components of the immune response in T1D. This information is setting the stage for future combination therapy trials. The development of disease-relevant biomarkers will also enable the implementation of innovative trial designs, notably adaptive trials, which will increase efficiencies in terms of study duration and sample size, and which will expedite the conduct of trials in which there are uncertainties about dose response and effect size.
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1. Introduction

Over the past decade, the Immune Tolerance Network (ITN), has initiated eight clinical trials in recent-onset type 1 diabetes (T1D), several of which are currently underway. Others are in various stages of planning and development, as the ITN continues to seek effective immunomodulatory strategies with durable clinical benefit. In this review, we describe the main findings from the recent trials, discuss mechanistic insights, challenges and lessons learned, and outline new approaches going forward.

T1D results from a progressive autoimmune destruction of the islet β-cells, the end result of a period of prediabetic autoimmunity of variable length, during which pancreatic β-cells are silently destroyed [1]. This characteristic timeline provides several potential opportunities for disease-modifying interventions, including the following:

1. Prevention prior to the initiation of autoimmunity
2. Intervention after the onset of autoimmunity, but prior to clinical onset
3. Intervention during the new-onset period
following diagnosis, in which preservation of remaining β-cells is clinically advantageous [2].

The goal of T1D studies by the ITN is to demonstrate successful intervention therapy that will not only inhibit ongoing immune destruction of β-cells, but also provide durable immune tolerance, such that therapy can be discontinued without recurrence of disease. While such a therapy is desirable in any of the stages of T1D progression, the ITN studies focus on clinical trials aimed at reestablishing tolerance in recent-onset disease, primarily because the decline of β-cell function—measured as loss of C-peptide secretion—is predictable at this stage. This allows a feasible, well-powered study design to be established. While this issue constrains the present trials to a fairly small subset of T1D subjects, therapies aimed at preserving β-cell function in recent-onset disease are excellent candidates for broader trials that include a more diverse population, including high-risk non-diabetic individuals with early signs of islet autoimmunity [3].

A comprehensive model for T1D pathogenesis implicates a dysregulated innate immune platform supporting a chronic inflammatory response that drives autoreactive effector T and B cells. Paired with defects in regulatory cells, such a scenario results in the breakdown of immune homeostasis. The resulting pathogenic chronic autoimmune response elicits progressive β-cell destruction. Based on this framework, there are multiple potential immune pathways that are therapeutic targets, broadly grouped into:

1. Inflammation and innate immunity
2. Effector T cells, including Th1, Th17, and CD8+ cytotoxic cells
3. Regulatory T cells (Tregs)
4. Cytokines and cytokine receptors
5. Antigen-specific approaches, including modulation of antigen-presenting cells (APCs) [1, 2]

One of the major challenges facing the design of clinical trials is the realization that several of these pathways simultaneously contribute to progressive disease, but very few (if any) single-agent therapies can effectively target more than one pathway (Table 1). As a consequence, we consider the current era of monotherapy trials to be the “first act” in a long-term program, designed to identify candidates with partial responses and well-justified mechanisms of action that will ultimately be combined to achieve a more comprehensive and successful clinical outcome, addressing all facets of the disease (Figure 1).

2. ITN trials in new-onset T1D

For the purpose of clinical trials, the “new-onset” period is generally defined as the first 3 months after diagnosis, while intervention by blockade of cytokines such as TNFα and IL-1 may be limited to the first month due to their disappearance after that period [4]. This is an attractive
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window for intervention because there is active ongoing destruction of $\beta$-cells, but there is also a sizeable residual islet mass (20-40% of normal) that is "worth saving". Evidence from the DCCT indicates that preservation of residual islet cell mass, even if only temporary, can improve long-term clinical outcomes [5]. Therefore, in the new-onset period, T1D patients have measurable islet function, which undergoes a predictable decline, and which is potentially modifiable by an effective intervention [6]. Moreover, preservation of residual $\beta$-cell function is expected to confer clinical benefit, justifying the evaluation of novel interventions that may carry a degree of risk. These considerations have led to a standardized trial design that has been broadly implemented by ITN and TrialNet and, with some variation, by other organizations [7]. The standard design is a phase-2, two-arm, double-blind, placebo-controlled, 2:1-randomized (drug-placebo) trial that enrolls 60-90 subjects (Figure 2). The primary endpoint, generally at 1 year, is the change from baseline in the C-peptide area under the curve (AUC) during a mixed-meal tolerance test (MMTT). MMTT-stimulated C-peptide responses are an accurate measure of endogenous insulin secretion, and have been validated as a useful surrogate for islet cell function [8].

ITN trials in new-onset T1D have focused on interventions that offer the prospect of inducing immune tolerance to pancreatic islets. To date, this objective has been explored with non-antigen-specific immune-modulating agents, for which there was a strong scientific rationale, preclinical data (usually in the NOD mouse), and sometimes clinical data from other autoimmune diseases.

### 2.1 The AbATE trial (anti-CD3 mAb)

The utility of non-Fc receptor-binding anti-CD3 mAb in halting the destruction of $\beta$-cells and inducing tolerance in T1D has been an active area of clinical investigation for the past 10-15 years [9]. The publication by Herold and colleagues in 2002 was a landmark in the field of T1D interventions because it was the first demonstration that a short course of targeted immunomodulation—as opposed to chronic immunosuppression—could preserve islet function for a period of 1-2 years in a proportion of subjects with new-onset T1D [10]. A subsequent report from a European consortium using a different anti-CD3 mAb confirmed these encouraging findings [11]. However, two issues were identified that required further investigation: preservation of C-peptide secretion was temporary and started to decline again 1-2 years after treatment; and there were dose-related adverse events (AEs), primarily cytokine release and Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) reactivation, which were considered unacceptable.

To address the question of the variability and durability of response, the ITN initiated the AbATE trial, in which the anti-CD3 mAbteplizumab was administered as two 14-day courses one

---

**Table 1. Proposed effects of major types of immunomodulatory drugs in recent and planned new-onset T1D trials**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug class</th>
<th>↓ Effector cells</th>
<th>↑ Regulation</th>
<th>↓ Inflammation</th>
<th>Ag specificity</th>
<th>Beta-cell regeneration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anti-CD3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATG</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAT</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-CD2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-CD20</td>
<td>✓ (? )</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAD/insulin</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-IL-1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-IL-6</td>
<td>✓ (? )</td>
<td>✓ (? )</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incretins</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-IL-12/23</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legend:** AAT – alpha-1 antitrypsin, ATG – antithymocyte globulin, IL – interleukin.
year apart, the first at study entry and the second at 12 months. Data from the original US study with teplizumab as well as the European experience with otilixizumab suggested that there may be an optimal therapeutic window, with higher doses leading to greater EBV reactivation and cytokine release (reviewed in [2] and [9]). Prior to initiation of AbATE, a pilot clinical trial was completed better to understand safety, pharmacokinetics (PK), and dose response, and this led to adoption of the dosing regimen used in AbATE (described in [12]). The design of the AbATE trial followed the standard design described above (Figure 2) except that subjects randomized to the control group did not receive placebo and the study was not blinded. However, all subjects received intensive diabetes management with the goal of achieving HbA1c < 7.5%, and the study investigators were blinded to C-peptide results until the primary endpoint was reached after 2 years.

The trial met its primary endpoint, with the following principal results:

1. Teplizumab treatment led to a significantly better preservation of C-peptide secretion at 2 years in the intent-to-treat subjects than in controls [13].
2. No new safety concerns emerged; among subjects who were EBV-seropositive at randomization, ~45% had modest, transient increases in EBV viral loads detected by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 1 month after drug treatment, but by 2 months, EBV viral loads were undetectable in all subjects [13].

The pattern of C-peptide responses appeared similar to earlier trials with a single course of treatment; the treatment effect was most pronounced in the first 6-12 months, after which the slope of decline in the treatment group was similar to that of the control group, which cast doubt on whether the second course of teplizumab conferred any additional effect. However, an analysis of responder rates identified a subgroup of treated subjects (22 of the 45 who received the drug) whose C-peptide responses were significantly different from both controls and “non-responders”, with almost complete preservation at 2 years. By contrast, mean C-peptide secretion of the non-responders was virtually indistinguishable from that of the controls [13]. Further analysis revealed that, compared to non-responders, the responders as a group had significantly lower insulin use and HbA1c levels at baseline, whereas C-peptide secretion at baseline did not differ. Moreover, flow cytometry performed at baseline demonstrated differences in specific lymphocyte subsets between responders and non-responders. It is significant that, in another recent trial in T1D using teplizumab—the DELAY trial, in which subjects were beyond the new-onset period, i.e. 4-12 months since diagnosis—the treatment response was also significantly associated with lower HbA1c levels at baseline [12]. It is also important that, in the European otilixizumab study, drug response appeared to be dependent on baseline C-peptide secretion [11].

The AbATE result is exciting because it shows that a responder group exhibits a drug response, which can be evaluated for qualitative and quantitative differences relative to non-responders and untreated controls. Interestingly, the responder status appears to be determined by baseline metabolic and immunologic features that confer the re-
sponsiveness to anti-CD3 therapy. While the mechanism of response remains to be determined, it is important to find out whether the metabolic health of islets at the time of treatment is decisive in enabling functional recovery. Furthermore, we need to clarify the following two questions:

1. Is the state of the immune reactivity at baseline, including ratios of Tregs to effector T cells (Teffs) and the general inflammatory milieu, important for governing response?

2. Are there distinct properties of autoreactive T-cells in the non-responders that may account for a resistance to therapy?

These and other questions are the subject of ongoing mechanistic analyses of AbATE samples. We will use the results to guide future trials with anti-CD3 mAb and other immunomodulatory agents.

2.2 The IL-2/rapa trial

In recent years, there has been growing interest in the use of interleukin-2 (IL-2) to boost Treg populations in diverse clinical settings, including autoimmune and graft versus host disease. Treg cells are strongly dependent on IL-2 signaling, and express high levels of CD25, the IL-2 receptor α chain. IL-2 (proleukin) is used for the treatment of solid tumors such as melanoma and renal cell carcinoma on the basis that it expands activated T cells. However, it has been suggested that IL-2 at lower doses could have a preferential effect on Treg cells. Indeed, two recent pilot studies of low-dose IL-2 found clinical improvements and significant increases in peripheral Treg cells in hepatitis C virus (HCV)-induced vasculitis [14] and graft versus host disease [15].

The ITN conducted a pilot study with nine T1D subjects, who were beyond the new-onset period (4-48 months since diagnosis), but still had significant C-peptide secretion (≥0.4 pmol/ml). The subjects received a combination of IL-2 (1 month) and rapamycin (3 months), with intensive monitoring during the first year and continued follow-up until 3 years after treatment. IL-2 (proleukin) was given subcutaneously at a low-to-moderate dose (4.5 × 10^6 IU 3 ×/wk). Additionally, rapamycin, an inhibitor of mTOR, was given to block effector cell expansion and potentially boost Treg generation. Unexpectedly, all subjects had a marked decrease in MMTT-stimulated C-peptide secretion at 3 months. However, in almost all subjects, the subsequent C-peptide levels increased by 6 months, and then showed a stable, expected rate of decline at 1 year, suggesting that the acute β-cell impairment was transient [16]. All subjects experienced transient eosinophilia, IL-2 injection site reactions, and flu-like symptoms during the first month of treatment. Detailed mechanistic studies revealed robust 2-3-fold elevations in FoxP3+ Tregs coincident with IL-2 treatment and enhanced IL-2 responsiveness in CD25+ cells as measured by pSTAT5, which persisted at 1 year, suggesting that IL-2/rapa treatment boosted Treg numbers and responsiveness in peripheral blood [15].
Given the favorable effects on Tregs, what is the explanation for the impairment in β-cell function? Further analysis revealed that, in addition to the transient eosinophilia, IL-2/rapa treatment also led to significant increases in CD56+ NK cells and sIL-2Rα levels as well as a significant decrease in TGF-β levels, suggesting that this treatment led to transient immune activation, which may have contributed to the β-cell impairment [16]. Many of the mechanistic changes observed in the trial were coincident with the period of IL-2 administration. The contribution of rapamycin to these effects is uncertain. We observed a modulation of pAkt but not pS6 in T cells, suggesting that the combination did affect the Akt/PI-3 kinase pathway, a known rapamycin target. The effects of rapamycin in T1D may require close monitoring and innovative study designs to minimize adverse outcomes.

A key message delivered by this trial is the need to separate therapeutic expansion of Tregs from deleterious expansion of effector populations. This was the first demonstration that robust expansion of Treg number and responsiveness is possible in new-onset T1D, thereby correcting what many consider to be a key immunologic defect in this disease. However the expansion of effector cells and concomitant immune activation likely negated the favorable effects on Tregs, leading to a net impairment of islet function. The challenge now is to find a regimen that leads to a sustained enhancement of the Treg compartment without expansion of effector and inflammatory cells. This may require different dosing, formulations, or timing of IL-2, perhaps in combination with adoptive transfer of ex vivo-expanded autologous Tregs, although the potential for effector cell expansion will require dose monitoring and innovative study designs to minimize adverse outcomes.

2.3 The START trial using ATG

Lymphocyte depletion and modulation has a long history in the context of allogeneic transplantation, often using antithymocyte globulin (ATG). ATG is a polyclonal antiserum raised in rabbits against human thymocytes and is known to target a wide range of T and B cell surface antigens. ATG has also shown efficacy in certain autoimmune diseases, notably aplastic anemia, and has been used in two pilot human trials in T1D [20, 21]. An aggressive combination regimen including cyclophosphamide, G-CSF, and ATG was given to a small number of T1D subjects, and resulted in insulin independence for an average of 16 months, although severe toxicities were observed [22, 23]. The therapeutic mechanism is thought to be depletion of T effector cells with relative sparing of Tregs and/or selective expansion of Tregs during homeostatic proliferation.

The ITN is conducting a trial of ATG monotherapy in new-onset T1D subjects who recently reached its 1-year primary endpoint. The trial conformed to the standard design shown in Figure 2, and 58 subjects were randomized. Enrollment was slow, most likely because of the nature of the regimen, which required 5 days of hospitalization and intravenous infusion on 4 consecutive days. All subjects experienced cytokine release syndrome (CRS), which was controlled with intravenous corticosteroids, and serum sickness 7-10 days after the course of ATG infusions, requiring oral steroids [24]. The high rate of serum sickness was unexpected as this is not the experience in transplantation, but might have resulted from the absence of additional immunosuppression (other than short courses of steroids); it may also have been a feature of the study population with active underlying autoimmunity.

Analysis of the primary endpoint (MMTT-stimulated C-peptide AUC at 12 months) showed no difference between the ATG group and the placebo group. Data analyses are ongoing, but inspection of the C-peptide response curves revealed an accelerated loss of C-peptide during the first 6 months in the ATG group (compared to average rates of decline in this study population [25]), which then recovered during the second 6 months. This suggests that there may have been an early worsening of islet function after treatment, followed by recovery and stabilization, which is reminiscent of the experience in the IL-2/rapa trial. Mechanistic analyses confirmed the expected depletion of CD4 and CD8 T cells, which was prolonged, and which only partially recovered by month 12 [24]. Preliminary results suggest that there may have been an unfavorable balance between Tregs and effector cells during the first 12 months of the trial, as well as an activation of the acute-phase response during treatment with ATG, but further work is required to define these changes more completely. Together, the results to date suggest that ATG therapy may have resulted in acute activation of pro-inflammatory events together with an unfavorable balance between activated effector cells and Tregs. This likely contributed to the absence of a treatment effect at the 12-
month endpoint. However, the trial is ongoing and will reach secondary endpoints at 24 months, at which time a more complete evaluation of the effects of ATG therapy in T1D will be possible.

Although the primary endpoint result is disappointing, the START trial promises to be a rich source of mechanistic information about immunologic surrogates that are potentially linked to unwanted outcomes in intervention trials in new-onset T1D. Once complete, ratios of lymphocyte subsets, expression of activation markers, and changes in serum cytokines and acute-phase reactants may serve as a potential set of biomarkers that correlate with treatment effects, and help to focus attention on gaps in our current immunotherapeutic options.

2.4 The RETAIN trial (α1-antitrypsin)

In addition to modulating Teff and Treg subsets, altering innate and inflammatory responses is a major goal in T1D interventions since inflammation plays a critical role in shaping the autoactive adaptive immune response. Alpha-1 antitrypsin (AAT), a major circulating serine protease inhibitor, has a physiological role, inhibiting neutrophil elastase in the lung and other organs, and is regularly used for the treatment of emphysema related to congenital AAT deficiency [26, 27]. More recently, AAT was shown to have broader anti-inflammatory and anti-apoptotic effects that may or may not be mediated by the protease inhibitory activity of the protein [28]. This prompted investigation in models relevant to T1D, and AAT was shown to prevent cytokine- or toxin-induced β-cell apoptosis [29, 30], inhibit production of pro-inflammatory cytokines by monocytes [31], protect islet allografts in rodents [32], and reverse diabetes in the NOD mouse [33].

The ITN initiated an exploration of the potential use of AAT in T1D through the design of a multi-stage trial known as RETAIN. Major gaps in knowledge, including mechanistic biomarkers, safety, and dosing in pediatric populations, are being evaluated prior to initiating a randomized placebo-controlled trial conforming to the standard T1D design. To date, AAT infusions have been well tolerated and no safety concerns have emerged [34]. To develop suitable biomarkers for therapeutic monitoring and to determine optimal dosing, the ITN is conducting a separate, ongoing pilot study, designed to measure an immunological effect of AAT through the analysis of whole blood drawn from treated subjects. Preliminary studies using blood from untreated T1D subjects spiked with a range of AAT concentrations and incubated ex vivo in the presence or absence of lipopolysaccharide are now underway; these samples are assayed for production of pro-inflammatory cytokines and expression of genes in the NF-κB and apoptosis pathways. These studies illustrate the stepwise ITN approach to selecting a rational dosing and monitoring plan prior to enrolment of additional subjects for the proof-of-concept trial.

2.5 The T1DAL trial with alefacept

Anti-CD3 mAb and ATG are T cell-directed therapies that are thought to affect both Teff and Treg subsets. To date, a drug that selectively targets effector-memory T cells has not been evaluated in new-onset T1D. CD2, a surface antigen that binds LFA-3, is broadly expressed on CD4 and CD8 cells, but the highest levels of expression are on CD45RO+ effector-memory cells. Alefacept is an LFA-3-IgG1 fusion protein that selectively targets CD2. It was approved for the treatment of psoriasis. Predilinical and clinical data indicate that alefacept moderately depletes CD4 and CD8 cells, with an emphasis on effector-memory populations. Clinically, the drug has a slow onset of action, but induces long-lasting remission in a proportion of psoriasis patients, suggesting that induction of tolerance may be possible in a subset of responders (reviewed in [35]).

The T1DAL trial was initiated to evaluate the safety and efficacy of alefacept in preserving C-peptide secretion in new-onset T1D. The design of the trial conforms to the standard model (Figure 2), and the primary endpoint will be reached in the 2nd quarter of 2013. To date, no undue safety concerns have emerged.

3. What have we learned: insights and challenges

During the past decade, new-onset T1D trials conducted by ITN, TrialNet, and the industry have produced mixed results. On the positive side, phase 2 trials of anti-CD3 mAb, anti-CD20 mAb (rituximab) [36], and CTLA4-Ig fusion protein (abatacept) [37] have shown modest efficacy in delaying the loss of islet function for a period of time (6-24 months). On the other hand, none of these therapies achieved durable responses in T1D subjects. Phase 2 trials of anti-IL-1 therapies (canakinumab and anakinra) [38, 39], GAD-alum vaccination [40], and ATG showed no efficacy, while the pilot study of IL-2/rapa even led to transient islet impairment [16]. This body of work has provided...
important insight, has identified key challenges, and should be studied thoroughly to provide guidance on the way forward.

Notwithstanding the failure of two phase 3 trials (in part due to trial design and dosing issues [41]), trials of anti-CD3 mAb have consistently shown preservation of C-peptide secretion. The AbATE trial has shown that C-peptide preservation is particularly striking in a responder subgroup with baseline differences in metabolic and immunologic features, including lower insulin use and HbA1c levels and differences in lymphocyte subsets at baseline. While the immunologic mechanism in responders remains to be elucidated, identification of the role of glycemic control prior to treatment may be helpful for future trial design as a correlate of response; HbA1c and insulin use at baseline may be considered as inclusion/exclusion criteria and/or stratification during randomization.

Similarly, the partial responses to anti-CD20 mAb and CTLA4-Ig treatment indicate that modulation of the B cell compartment and T cell costimulatory blockade, respectively, play a role in altering immune responses in T1D. However, additional work is required to define the exact nature of the role. The failure of anti-IL-1 to modify the course of C-peptide decline was unexpected, given a strong scientific rationale implicating this cytokine in driving the inflammatory response, and evidence that IL-1 is directly toxic to \( \beta \)-cells. It is possible that the main potential benefit of anti-IL-1, suppression of intra-islet inflammation, is largely negated in patients with tight glucose control because hyperglycemia is an important driver of inflammation and \( \beta \)-cell apoptosis. It remains to be seen whether an alternative approach to controlling islet inflammation and apoptosis, AAT, is effective.

The IL-2/rapa and START trials sounded a note of caution. Mechanistic analyses have begun to identify a common theme, namely that stimulation of an acute inflammatory response and emergence of activated effectors, even in the presence of boosted Tregs, are unfavorable and can lead to transient disease exacerbation. While a variety of potential strategies are being considered to boost regulatory responses, it is essential to consider concomitant measures to ablate Teffs or prevent their inadvertent activation. The biomarkers of immunologic changes in these two trials that correlated with undesirable outcomes should now be incorporated in future trials.

### 4. Future directions

#### 4.1 Combination therapies

In T1D, as in other chronic autoimmune disorders, the defects in immunity involve multiple arms of the immune system, and it may be unrealistically expected that a single therapy can restore normal immune function. The latter will require resolution of several challenges, including the identification of the appropriate animal models and the establishment of clinical trials with realistic endpoints.

Recent reports of combination therapies in the NOD mouse model have indicated that synergies can be achieved when drugs from different mechanistic classes are combined. These combinations include anti-CD3 plus anti-IL-1 [43], anti-CD3 plus nasal insulin [44], and ATG plus G-CSF [45]. However, not all combinations will be useful, as we have already learnt in clinical practice from trials of anti-CD25 plus mycophenolatemofetil [46] and IL-2/rapa [16], and in the NOD with anti-CD20 plus insulin [47]. Thus, combination therapies that are to be translated into clinical practice must be based on a sound scientific rationale, excellent safety, and strong supporting evidence from relevant animal models. Other limitations in translating therapeutic combinations into clinical practice include regulatory and commercial hurdles.

Another proof-of-concept approach is to utilize cell-based interventions, notably adoptive transfer of ex vivo-expanded autologous Tregs, as a first stage towards gaining a better understanding of the essential balance between effector and regulatory compartments of the autoreactive repertoire. Preclinical data in several models of autoimmunity, including the NOD mouse and models of alloreactivity (organ transplantation), have highlighted the promise of this approach, and have prompted pilot clinical trials [48-50]. The initial focus is on polyclonal Tregs, which are postulated to control organ-specific autoimmunity via a process of bystander suppression and "infectious tolerance" [48]. It may be possible to refine these procedures to produce antigen-specific Tregs with exquisite specificity for autoreactive Teffs in T1D. The latter will require resolution of several challenges, including the identification of the appro-
appropriate islet autoantigens and maintenance of Treg stability following reinfusion to prevent conversion to antigen-specific effectors that can exacerbate disease. Treg stability is also an issue with polyclonal cells, and has led to the suggestion that adoptively transferred Tregs can be maintained in vivo by cotreatment with low-dose IL-2 which, as discussed above, is a critical growth factor for Tregs [51].

4.2 Novel trial designs

The standard clinical trial design shown in Figure 2 has served the new-onset T1D research community well over the past decade, but it does have its limitations, principally regarding duration and sample size. Even when enrolment is rapid and can be completed within 6 months or less, as has been achieved by TrialNet in recent trials (e.g., the GAD-alum and abatacept studies [37, 40]), trials typically require 3-5 years to complete, because enrolment may be staggered for safety reasons, and can extend over 12-24 months. However, the primary endpoint is usually at 1 year after study entry, and continued follow-up extends to 2 years or longer. Sample size is in the range of 60-90 subjects, which seems modest, but can be a challenge because of the requirement to enroll patients within 100 days of diagnosis. In the US, there are only 20,000-30,000 new-onset T1D patients per year, 10% of whom are eligible, interested, and referred to a clinical trial site within the 100-day window. When multiple new-onset trials are in progress simultaneously, the number of eligible subjects becomes a constraint. Given the fact that ITN has identified more than 40 potential combination therapy approaches of interest [42], trial designs need to become more efficient.

For these reasons, we have explored alternative trial designs at ITN, most notably adaptive designs. An adaptive trial is “a study that includes a prospectively planned opportunity for modification of one or more specified aspects of the study design” [52]. Adaptive trials offer the prospect of significant efficiencies in terms of study duration and sample size, and hence have attracted a lot of attention from both industry and academia. Adaptive designs are particularly well suited for optimizing exploratory, proof-of-concept trials in which there are uncertainties about dose response, endpoints, and effect sizes [53].

A critical component of an adaptive trial is the availability of a surrogate endpoint or biomarker that is informative about drug effect at early time

![Figure 3. Adaptive trial design workflow. In the example shown, the adaptive trial is designed to determine an optimal dose using the continual reassessment method. All adaptive trials begin with a design model that is optimized with computer simulations before developing the clinical protocol. Adaptive trials allow for prospective modifications of one or more features of the protocol during the conduct of the study, in this case subject assignments to one of 5 dose groups, leading to significant efficiencies over conventional designs.](image-url)
points and that enables prospectively planned interim analyses that, in turn, drive study adaptations during the conduct of the trial (Figure 3). This remains a significant challenge in T1D trials because the field lacks robust biomarkers informative about β-cell-specific autoimmunity. The current gold-standard endpoint, MMTT-stimulated C-peptide secretion, is a good surrogate of β-cell function, but does not provide information about β-cell viability or immune responses, and generally gives a readout only after 1 year from the start of treatment. Therefore, MMTT-stimulated C-peptide secretion is not a useful surrogate to drive decisions in an adaptive trial. However, as already discussed, recent ITN trials have provided insight into drug mechanisms that may enable adaptive trial designs.

The IL-2/rapa trial demonstrated that robust changes in peripheral lymphocyte frequencies and function can be detected with state-of-the-art flow techniques in a small sample size. Thus, significant increases in Treg and NK cell frequencies, and significant changes in phosphorylated signal transducer and activator of transcription 5 (pSTAT5) levels, could be observed in only 9 subjects, and these changes were seen as early as 1 month after the start of therapy [16]. These rapid kinetics should enable the use of flow cytometry as a biomarker in an adaptive trial designed to determine a dose of IL-2 that enhances Treg without boosting undesired effector subsets. Based on preliminary results from a recently concluded trial of low-dose IL-2 (without rapamycin) in new-onset T1D patients, it appears that this goal may be attainable (David Klatzmann, personal communication), but the optimal dose and duration of IL-2 therapy remain to be determined. An adaptive trial would be well-suited to this task.

To address the use of flow cytometry as early biomarker, ITN is developing a trial design that is geared towards dose optimization using the continual reassessment method (Figure 3). In this design, subject assignment to one of five dose groups is continually updated based on flow data, such that most subjects are randomized to the effective doses, and randomization to ineffective doses is minimized (Figure 4). We have used trial simulations to model real-world scenarios (using assumptions about the shape of the dose response and the magnitude of Treg changes). We found that the design is remarkably efficient, yielding an optimal dose with ≤ 15 subjects, and in some scenarios with ≤ 10 subjects. This would represent a substantial saving in terms of trial duration and

Figure 4. Proposed adaptive trial design for dose optimization of IL-2 in new-onset T1D.
sample size compared with a conventional parallel-group dose-finding study, which we estimate would require 4-5 fold more subjects, and take 2-3 times longer to complete. Similar adaptive designs can be considered for the next phase of RETAIN (using gene expression changes as the biomarker) and, possibly, follow-up studies with ATG (based on early shifts in Treg/Teff ratios).

5. Conclusions
The current era of monotherapy trials has contributed an important chapter in the long-running search for effective interventions in T1D. The results have been sobering in highlighting how complex the autoimmune process is, and how refractory to single immune-modulating interventions. However, we have learnt important lessons from monotherapy trials, including:

1. The roles of the various components of the immune response
2. The treatment effects that are potentially linked to beneficial vs. adverse outcomes
3. The need to explore novel combination therapy approaches to interdict more than one pathway in the dysregulated innate and adaptive responses
4. A possible way forward with novel trial designs

Although much work still needs to be done, at ITN we believe that the stage is set for the next phase in tackling this hitherto intractable autoimmune disease, and we now have additional tools to make significant inroads in the search for disease-modifying interventions.
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